This paper presents a new method for maintaining and imAll of these spacing polices developed to date are based on the assumption that engine and brake actuators can actually follow reference trajectories without saturation.
In a platoon of automated vehicles, the longitudinal controller has to provide not only asymptotic stability -where relative speed and inter-vehicle spacing are ensured to go to zero -but also guarantee a property known as string stability.
With string stability, disturbances in inter-vehicle spacing upstream in the platoon will be attenuated as they propagate downstream. Since it was established that constant intervehicle spacing cannot provide string stability without additional information [3] . many inter-vehicle spacing policies have been devised. For example, inter-vehicle communication has been used to ensure string stability by transmitting the velocity and acceleration of the lead vehicle to followers [6] . Speed dependent spacing policies where time headway term provides more spacing at higher speeds have also been used. Nonlinear adaptive spacing policies that place different weights on control gains have also been suggested [ 111.
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The efforts of automated highway systems (AHS) research and development activity are now shifting towards platoon formation of commercial heavy trucks due to feasibility of implementation and economic benefits. The issue of actuator saturation is of particular concern in heavy truck AHS since I) normal maneuvers use most of the control authority in heavy trucks; hence, little reserve is left for disturbance rejection 2) typical ranges of parameter variations in commercial heavy vehicles are well beyond what conventional (adaptive) controllers are capable of handling and may saturate actuators so that the platoon operation results in instability, 3) members in a heavy truck platoon may have different open loop capabilities and 4) such a situation arises fairly easily if the leading vehicle in a platoon has a higher power-to-weight ratio. Therefore, a better way of implementing longitudinal control is to incorporate the knowledge of physical actuation limits in all members of a platoon through estimation of important parameters such as vehicle mass and road grade changes and to modify incoming commands accordingly [l, 21 . The concept of command modification is beneficial in the sense that undesirable components in command signals are removed before they enter the system, thus less work for feedback controllers. Command modification techniques such as input shaping can g w a ntee that actuators stay out of saturation range and, therefore, string stability is preserved. In this work, a linear model is derived for a 3-vehicle platoon and effects of reference commands on actuator saturation are explicitly analyzed. Two input shapers design techniques are discussed, zeroplacement and convex optimization, and their benefits of saturation prevention and smoothed trajectories are shown with simulations.
Dynamic Model
In this paper, the actuator saturation problem in a threemember platoon is investigated. Each vehicle in the platoon Pmceedings 01 the American Control Conference is modelled as a lumped mass, linear time invariant system with a first order actuator delay of 5 Hz, assuming vehicle parameters are known with sufficient accuracy through parameter identification techniques [2] . The numerator is chosen for unity DC gain. In a transfer function form where L { } means Laplace transform, the model for each vehicle is b In order to keep the analysis manageable, each loop is closed with a simple constant gain controller. Controllers act on linear combinations of relative spacing errors and relative speeds with respect to the preceding vehicles. In other words, the leader (vehicle #I) is the only one that sees the reference command while the rest will look only at current position and speed relative to the immediately preceding vehicle. In addition, no inter-vehicle communication is assumed. The gains are chosen for a string stable platoon and are responsible for the peak in frequency response of the closed loop system. Closing the loops with control inputs for the leader
and for second and third vehicles,
the closed loop system is, 
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Ta- Transfer functions from acceleration reference input to control authorities (U!) have been analyzed and are shown in Figure 3 . These transfer functions, while having been overlooked in the past, hold important information regarding actuator saturation. A frequency domain approach to input shaping provides insights into input shaping design for systems with complicated dynamics since specific system poles can be explicitly targeted. A zero-placement design procedure has been developed to cancel undesired system dynamics from poles with low damping by placing zeros around the undesired system poles [8] . Robustness can be added with additional ni -1 zeros at the same or nearby frequencies. The zeroplacement technique is used in this work for its simplicity and the resulting input shaper is a fourth order FIR filter with positive coefficient impulse sequences. First order robustness is chosen since it provides adequate performance while keeping the input shaper length low. In the discrete domain, the input shaper can be represented as follows.
where n; is the multiplicity of pole pi and a = 2xE, ni is the number of poles added to make the filter causal. The constant C makes DC gain of the input shaper unity and frequency response of the resulting input shaper designed for the transfer function in Equation 7 is shown in Figure 3 . This means that reference command with input shaping will not saturate actuators, which is particularly important in maintaining string stability in a platoon of heavy trucks. A smaller magnitude in control effort also means that less energy is used for control actuators, and, therefore, fuel economy and ride quality/driver comfort will improve. Note that, if minimum distortion (i.e. less phase distortion, or shorter response time) of original command signals is required, the depth of valley from input shaper (extent of notching effect) can he reduced so that the gain at the undesired system pole frequency is just below unity, instead of much below unity. Time responses of the system with and without the zero placement input shaper is shown in Section 5.
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where Cy extracts the following variables, 
Constraint Functions
The convex framework provides much a more flexible platform for including various performance objectives as compared to zero-placement technique. In addition, expansion to MlMO systems is quite easy. A few of the objectives, relevant to automated highways, are listed below [5] . In the following, E'S are design variables that allow tightlloose control, depending on acceptable compromise between performance and cost. 
Control magnitude constraint:
Control effort should be bounded in order to avoid actuator saturation while reaching the final destination. This constraint is very usefid in many applications where certain outputs would result in undesirable consequences and direct handle on controller outputs is crucial. Although symmetric limits on control effort are used in the following simulations, formulating asymmemc limits (i.e. 0 < U> < tirna, instead of Ju2J < umm) is trivial.
4.2.4
Unity DC gain constraint: The impulses in the input shaper should sum to I, i.e. DC gain of 1, in order to eliminate any steady-state offset between the original reference (before input shaper, r in Figure 2 ) and modified (after input shaper, Tis) commands.
Robustness can be added within this formulation through a multimodel approach where perturbed system models are used to account for uncertainties in system parameters and the same constraints are applied for each perturbed model PI.
The frequency response of the resulting input shaper transfer function is shown in Figure 4 . Also shown are the transfer functions of u,<f to u2 with and without input shaping. Overall, the response has the shape of a notch filter as in the case of zero-placement input shaper. The peak at 1 Kz is again lowered below unity gain. While the performances of two input shapers are comparable, as the system gets more complicated, the convex optimization approach would be more systematic in designing input shapers and incorporating additional constraints. convex formulation, signs on impulses are not constrained. Therefore, the convex-designed input shaper uses both positive and negative impulses. If desired, zero-placement also allows both negative and positive impulses, which can be used to shotten the duration ofimpulses [4] . While the speed trajectory may look ordinary, the control effort (shown in lower plot) clearly shows large overshoots. Note that physical actuators may not be able to produce control effort of such magnitudes. In other words, the current maneuver is not easy to follow and actuator may saturate if the desired trajectory is poorly designed.
Results and Simulation
On the other hand, the control effort with input shaping shows little overshoot, as expected from the additional damping from input shaping. Therefore, avoiding actuator saturation is much easier with input shaping and maintaining string stability is also easier without actuator saturation. Rise time increases, which is an acceptable compromise in exchange for avoiding actuator saturation. Figure 8 shows explicit bounds on control efforts with the convex-designed input shaper in response to a step acceleration reference command. Since input shaping now constrains the allowed ranges of actuation, the control effort is more spread out over time since its maximum allowed magnitude is lowered. This is also related to the damping added by the input shaper in the sense that faster tracking would require larger actuator effort (possibly involving overshoots) over shorter periods of time and vice versa. Relative spacing errors between vehicles #I and #2 (xi -x2) and vehicles #2 and #3 (XI -x2) are shown in Figure 9 . Overshoots in the magnitudes of spacing errors are mostly removed with input shaping. Despite of addition of input shaping, individual closed-loop stability and overall string stability are not affected since the input shaper sits outside the control loop. More specifically, string stability holds since in both cases,
In Figure 10 , frequency responses of this transfer function with and without input shaping overlap since the platoon is string-stable to begin with and effects of input shaping cancel out due to its location in overall system. However, a string-unstable system due to actuator saturation can sometimes be made string-stable with input shaping since actuators are guaranteed to stay within pre-determined limits. put shaping. The input shaping filter adds damping into system, reducing damaging overshoot and ringing in actuator responses. Less overshoot and oscillation in actuation would a mean smoother ride, less fuel consumption, longer actuator service life and, most importantly, no saturation of actuators. Figure 1 I shows that, defining energy consumption as the area under control effort curve (uz), energy consumption is lowered with input shaping by about 10% for the first 4 seconds.
Conclusion
Avoiding actuator saturation is one of the most important factors in successful control of vehicles in automated highway systems. In previous research, advanced control schemes have been developed based on the assumption of no actuator saturation. However, low reserve power in heavy trucks means easy saturation of engine and brake actuators even during a normal maneuver. In this paper, the effects of reference command on actuator effort and saturation problem are explicitly analyzed for a platoon of auto- mated vehicles. Command modification using input shaping has been applied to address the issue of actuator (such as engine and braking) saturation by forcing hounds on actuation, thus, keeping it within normal operation ranges. For a given maneuver, input shaped systems also produce less spacing errors and the delay in follower trajectory introduced by input shaping is small. Furthermore, lower control efforts required with input shaping also extend actuator service life and increase energy efficiency.
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